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What a Year This Was! 
This past year leaves me so full of gratitude that I 
could shout it from the roof tops. Or better yet from 
thousands of feet above while soaring over them. 



 



WOW. What an unbelievable season. This past year leaves me so full of  gratitude 
that I could shout it from the roof  tops. Or better yet from thousands of  feet above 
while soaring over them. My father is surely smiling down on me. 

I am the son of  a late family medical doctor who carried the burden of  trying to 
help others to find their way through to health and happiness and as a result he 
coined the term “Para-therapy” long ago. This was his symbolic prescription for 
helping others to find an invigorated outlook and perspective. He believed as a 
skilled weekend skydiver that everyone should experience jumping out of  an 
airplane for themselves. At 16 years old I had my first jump and caught a glimpse 
of  what he wanted to share with others. 

Leaving your cares and worries behind and affirming that life is special and full of  
new possibilities. We are all precious and capable of  so much. I’m grateful to him 
for this lesson. 16 years ago I learned to paraglide, then started to teach new pilots 
to fly, and went on to share the experience with the public through tandem 
paragliding flights. Every time that I meet a new person who puts their complete 
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confidence and trust in me I think about my dad and that he believed we should all 
remember: “Our time here is short and Life should be lived to the fullest!!!” 

Earlier this year I shared a trip with my sister to Peru and experienced paragliding 
over the breathe taking coastline of  Lima’s Miraflores Riviera and then on to the 
heights of  Cusco and Machu Picchu. At the end of  a rainbow I learned that 
Friends are everywhere. 
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This past September I had the good fortune to instruct Jayme Moye, a Men’s 
Journal Magazine journalist, and to afford her a first paraglide from a nearby Vail 
Valley mountaintop. She expressed her appreciation by according me and my 
colleagues the designation of  ‘MJ Approved Adventure’; featured on their Men’s 
Journal website and then published in this November’s magazine. I feel honored 
that she chose us as a prelude to going on to join a team of  paragliders this coming 
February who plan on flying from the top of  Kilimanjaro, in Africa, for a 
charitable cause.     www.WingsOfKilimanjaro.com 

Let’s all get out and commit to touching someone’s life in our own special way 
today. It’s a small world after all. And YOU too can make a huge difference!!! 

David D. Champaign, Christie Lodge Resident Manager 

Advanced Tandem Instructor  ~  www.VailValleyParagliding.com
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